
What is happening to home now? 
Case study: YouTube personalities and their home tour videos   

Introduction

What does ‘home’ mean to you?
Everyone has their own answer to this question: 
home could be a geographic location, a 
particular building, a group of people.
Or even pixels on your screen.
This presentation will provide a brief overview 
of YouTube personalities and their home tours, 
to explore the changes happened to the 
concept of home in the contemporary society, 
and the ways ‘home’ is deciphered in new 
medias.
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5 facts about YouTube

• YouTube was launched in February 2005 and 
was already receiving 8 million views a day 
later in December (alexa.com,2016).

• The original slogan (2005-2012) of YouTube 
is ‘Broadcast Yourself’(alexa.com,2016).

• 30% of the videos on YouTube accounted for 
99% of views on the site (socialblade.com, 
2016)

• YouTube does not encourage its users to 
connect with each other, instead, it has an 
interactive community in the virtual context.

• Famous content contributors are referred as 
YouTubers (YouTube personalities), all their 
behaviours happened through the virtual 
context.

Youtube Personalities and their home tour 
videos

Over 49 million results will come out when you search “home tour 
videos” (YouTube, 2016). YouTube personalities from different 

categories have all chosen to conduct their own home tours to interact 
with their subscribers. In this presentation, I will focus on the domestic 
how-to and style YouTube personalities to explore the reason behind 

such phenomenon.

British How-to and style YouTube personalities
• House tour/studio tour/bedroom tour: Basic home tours showing 

subscribers around as they are actual guests in the house, the 
home is usually well-decorated and tidy.

• Seasonal decorating tour: A sub-genre of home tour focusing on the 
seasonal or festive decorations in the house, the YouTube 
personality is usually sponsored for doing such tour, but they won’t 
state the sponsors’ name.

• Messy home tour: The aim of messy home tour is to show that what 
the ‘real’ home of the YouTube personality is like in everyday life 
(YouTube, 2016). 

Why?
• Most home tours: they have to broadcast constantly about their lives
• Most interactions: the contents require them to interact with their 

subscribers
• Most complicated identity narrations: they expose their lives to give 

advices

The sociological significance: 
material culture in home

Identity narratives through social interactions
• Individuals express their identities through both their narratives of displayed 

objects and the objects at home
• Home: the enactment of self, and the ‘otherness’ expressed by potential visitors 

is managed by the home owner (the act of YouTube personalities welcome their 
subscribers to their home)

• Such management could be categorised as: 1)performance in social interactions 
2) expression of one’s identity within a network of relations

• Therefore, the materiality of home and home decorations = a factor in the 
constitutive of social processes

• Although today many products of home decorations are the results of mass 
production (the soft advertisement in home tour videos), one can still construct 
their own cultural biography through these products by marking their own 
interpretations of the product (YouTube personalities’ personal aesthetic 
preferences)

• Thus, they have moved from allegedly alienated consumers to active producers 
of meaning (Hurdley, 2006).

Aesthetics display to show the ideal home
• Through aesthetics values embedded, home decorations are considered as a 

social practice about the construction of ‘ideal home’
• • • • •

• It allows the occupants to actualise beyond the limitations of their particular 
domesticity (well-decorated homes in home tour videos)

• YouTube personalities connect to their subscribers through the ‘ideal home’ has 
made the construction more complicated (the emergence of messy home tours 
to show the ‘real home’) (Clarke, 2016).

Conclusion
• YouTube personalities show their aesthetics preferences to construct their 

identities with home tour videos to socialise with their subscribers in the virtual 
context.

• The notion of home is deconstructed and reshaped in the context of new media.
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